Conference Programme

Wednesday, January 24th

6.30  Welcome drink — Appartement Décanal, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne
       Introduction by Antoinette Baujard, Director of ADRES

Click and skip to Thursday, January 25th, or skip or to Friday, January 26th.
# Conference Programme

## Thursday, January 25th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td><strong>Welcome &amp; Coffee</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45 – 10:45</td>
<td><strong>Plenary Session #1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amphitheatre Dorothy Hodgkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Adrien Auclert</strong> (Stanford University): Monetary and Fiscal Policy with Heterogeneous Agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:45 – 11:15</td>
<td><strong>Coffee break</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 – 12:45</td>
<td><strong>Parallel Sessions #1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Papers in grey are downloadable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Experimental Economics I (Room 1B36)
*Chair: François Pannequin*

- Social Pressure and Prosocial Behaviors Among Teenagers
  - Etienne Dagorn (INED)

- The power of leadership in changing social norms
  - Jona Krutaj (Université Lumière Lyon 2)

- **Does Personalized Allocation Make Our Experimental Designs More Fair?**
  - Bertille Picard (Aix-Marseille School of Economics)

### Environmental Economics I (Room 1B26)
*Chair: Ugo Bolletta*

- Is Urban Wastewater Treatment Effective in India? Evidence from Water Quality and Infant Mortality
  - Claire Lepault (AgroParisTech, Université Paris-Saclay & Paris School of Economics)

- Which size for urban green parks? French evidence of the rental market
  - Capucine Chapel (Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté)

- Analysis of the presence of an organic farmland premium price
  - Emilien Veron (University of Strasbourg)

### Taxation & Inequality (Room 1E26)
*Chair: Stefano Boix*

- Gender based taxation and statistical discrimination
  - Jeanne Poulain (Université de Lorraine)

- Parametric models of income distributions integrating misreporting and non-response mechanisms
  - Mathias Silva (Aix-Marseille School of Economics)
12:45 – 13:45  **Lunch Break**

13:45 – 15:15  **Parallel Sessions #2**

Papers in grey are downloadable

**Industrial Organization, Markets (Room 1B36)**  
*Chair: Morgan Patty*

- Designing Markets for Reliability with Incomplete Information  
  Léopold Monjoie (Université Dauphine-PSL)

- Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanisms under Asymmetric Information  
  Mahaut De Villeneuve Bargemon (CY Cergy Paris Université & ESSEC)

- Promoting Green Consumption in Retail Markets: Behavioural Interventions under Strategic Pricing  
  Damien Mayaux (Paris School of Economics)

**Food Crisis (Room 1B26)**  
*Chair: Xiangyu Qu*

- Food Crisis and Debt Distress  
  Naomi Cohen (Sciences Po)

- Migration and Nutrition of The Left-Behind Individuals: Evidence from Ghana  
  Adrien Gosselin-Pali (Université Clermont Auvergne)

- Crop cycles and hierarchy: the agro-ecological origins of the state  
  Matteo Sestito (Aix-Marseille School of Economics)

**Financial Economics (Room 1E26)**  
*Chair: Jérôme Héricourt*

- Firm size, liquidity and optimal heterogeneous hedging  
  Juan Camilo Medellín (Paris School of Economics)

- Do firms react to monetary policy in developing countries?  
  Djeneba Dramé (University Paris Nanterre)

- Tax Planning by European Banks  
  Mona Barake (Paris School of Economics)

15:15 – 15:45  **Coffee Break**

15:45 – 17:15  **Parallel Sessions #3**
## Environmental Economics II (Room 1B36)

*Chair:* Vincent Martinet

- **Non-parametric Random Probability Weighting Method for Measuring Prospect Theory**  
  Yao Thibaut Kpegli (ENS Paris-Saclay)

- **Workers’ Preferences over Payment Schedules: Evidence from Ridesharing Drivers**  
  Thiago Scarelli (Paris School of Economics)

- **How can cooperatives promote environmental practices? A choice experiment to identify contracting strategies in the wine sector**  
  Marie Lassalas (Institut Agro Rennes, INRAE)

## Labor Supply (Room 1B26)

*Chair:* Michel Guillard

- **Working longer or opting out? Women’s costly response to a recent pension reform**  
  Elena Bassoli (Paris School of Economics)

- **Late divorce and delayed retirement: Change in labor supply upon grey divorce**  
  Léa Cimelli (INED)

- **Pre-school Enrollment and Mothers’ Labour Supply: Evidence from Europe**  
  Adèle Lemoine (Université Dauphine-PSL)

## Health Economics (Room 1E26)

*Chair:* Eleni Iliopulos

- **The effect of mild traumatic brain injury on labour market outcomes**  
  Florian Fouquet (Le Mans Université)

- **Job Loss and Health Outcomes: Evidence from France**  
  Pauline Leveneur (Crest, IP Paris)

- **MiningLeaks: Water Pollution and Child Mortality in Africa**  
  Mélanie Gittard (Paris School of Economics)

### Schedule

- **17:15 – 17:30 Coffee Break**
- **17:30 – 19:00 Roundtable: Prospective on Economics and Environment (in French)**  
  Amphitheatre Dorothy Hodgkin

**Participants:** Valérie Boisvert (University of Lausanne), Hélène Ollivier (Paris School of Economics), Philippe Quirion (CIRED) and Stéphane Zuber (Centre d’Economie de la Sorbonne).  
**Moderators:** Antoinette Baujard (University of St Etienne & ADRES), Antoine Missemer (CIRED).

21:00 **Diner in Paris**

Click and skip to Friday, January 26th.  
Click and go back to Wednesday, January 24th.
## Conference Programme

### Friday, January 26th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Speakers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:30 – 11:00 | **Parallel Sessions #4**             | **Social Choice, Normative Economics (Room 1B36)** | Jean-Christophe Tavanti | Cost allocation in energy distribution networks  
David Lowing (Centrale Supélec)  
Impartial Observer Theorem with Ambiguity  
Raphael Gomes De Oliveira (CY Cergy Paris Université & ESSEC)  
Hazardous waste transportation: a cost allocation analysis  
Kevin Techer (Université Jean Monnet - Saint-Etienne) |
| 11:00 – 11:30| Coffee Break                         |                        |                        |                                                                           |
| 11:00 – 11:30| **International Trade (Room 1B26)**  |                        | Matthieu Crozet        | Analyzing Heterogeneous Impacts of Social and Environmental Provisions in Preferential Trade Agreements  
Clémence Bois (Paris School of Economics)  
Globalization, income inequality and political realignment: the transition from a two-party to a multi-party electoral system in Costa Rica  
Alvaro Zuniga-Cordero (Paris School of Economics)  
Domestic vs Foreign Superstars: Comparative Advantage, Pro-competitive Effects, and Productivity Spillovers  
Thomas Rowley (CY Cergy Paris University) |
| 11:00 – 11:30| **Energy Economics (Room 1E26)**     |                        | Natacha Raffin         | Optimising Usage of EVs and Solar PVs in Households: A Case for Energy Savings and Storage  
Rowena Mathew (Université Savoie Mont Blanc)  
Financial incentives and their impact on energy renovation behavior: evidence from the French residential sector  
Camille Massié (ENS Lyon)  
Structural Transformation and Climate-Related Natural Disasters  
Kristin Muthui (Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, Université Paris-Saclay) |

---

Conference Programme
11:30 – 12:30  **Plenary Session #2**  
Amphitheatre Dorothy Hodgkin

*Ghazala Azmat* (Sciences Po): **Aspiration Formation in Educational and Professional Environments**

12:30 – 13:30  **Lunch**

13:30 – 15:00  **Parallel Sessions #5**  
Papers in grey are downloadable

**Matching, Mechanism Design (Room 1B36)**  
*Chair: Patrick Lahr*

- Selling Incremental Products Optimally
  - Wei Bi (European University Institute)

- Jump Bidding in the War of Attrition
  - Huiyun Ding (IÉSEG School of Management)

  - Laure Goursat (Paris School of Economics)

**Development Economics (Room 1B26)**  
*Chair: Thomas Vendryes*

- A multidimensional study of poverty and health capability in rural Senegal
  - Marion Coste (Aix-Marseille School of Economics)

- Cash transfers and shifts in the intrahousehold bargain: Evidence from an ultra-poor setting
  - Modeste Dayé (Institut Catholique de Lille)

- No blood in my mobile: regulating foreign suppliers
  - Ninon Moreau-Kastler (ENS Paris-Saclay, Université Paris-Saclay)

**Labor Economics I (Room 1E26)**  
*Chair: Olivier Bos*

- Gender Gaps in the Urban Wage Premium
  - Kenza Ellass (Bocconi University)

- Gender, Households and agglomeration economies
  - Mylène Feuillade (Sciences Po)

- Risk preferences and refugee migration to Europe: An experimental analysis
  - Daniel Joël Elanga Mendogo (Université de Lorraine)

15:00 – 15:30  **Coffee Break**

15:30 – 17:00  **Parallel Sessions #6**
Papers in grey are downloadable

**Political Economy (Room 1B36)**  
*Chair: Michael Greinecker*

Curtailing False News, Amplifying Truth: Evaluating Anti-Misinformation Measures on Social Media  
Théo Marquis (Sciences Po)

Redistribution and Crowding Out  
Alistair Cameron (Monash University)

Natural disasters and voter gratitude: What is the role of prevention policies?  
Carla Morvan (Université Lumiére Lyon 2)

**Economics of Education (Room 1B26)**  
*Chair: Grégory Verdugo*

The Closer the Better? Geographical Constraint and Selective Programs in French Higher Education  
Georgia Thebault (Sciences Po)

High School Value-Added and Orientation Choices for Higher Education  
Valentin Tissot (Aix-Marseille School of Economics)

Enrolling Apart Together: Extracurricular Courses, Class Assignment Practices, and Within-School Segregation in a Comprehensive School System  
Youssef Souidi (Université Dauphine-PSL)

**Labor Economics II (Room 1E26)**  
*Chair: Olivier Baguelin*

A New Norm? Exploring the Shift to Working From Home in the Post-Pandemic Labor Market  
Malak Kandoussi, University of Evry Paris-Saclay

Recalls in a Dual Labour Market: Insights from French Administrative Data  
Eloïse Menestrier (CY Cergy Paris University – Dares)

Caseworkers and Unemployed Youths  
Jérémy Hervelin (CY Cergy Paris University)

17:00 – 17:15  **ADRES Prize**  
Amphitheatre Dorothy Hodgkin

17:15 – 18:15  **Roundtable: French Job Market (in English)**  
Amphitheatre Dorothy Hodgkin

**Participants:** Bastien Alvarez (French Tresory), Guillaume Horny (Bank of France), Pamina Koenig (University Rouen Normandie, & PSE), Vincent Merlin (CNRS, University of Caen).  
**Presidents:** Olivier Bos (ENS Paris-Saclay) and Grégory Verdugo (Unviersity of Evry Paris-Saclay)

18:15  **Goodbye Drink**  
Kfé, groundfloor

Click and go back either to Wednesday, January 24th, or to Thursday, January 25th.